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Subject leader pages:  
Planning a celebration day

Fasting and feasting: why do 
both matter and how are they 
practised?
A school wants to improve RE across the 4–11 age 
range, so it chooses the concepts of fasting and 
feasting and forms a question for each year group to 
explore in ways that model progression. The overall 
theme is: ‘Fasting and feasting: why do both matter 
and how are they practised?’ So much work is 
planned that it becomes an RE week! 
Pupils in the 4–7 age group learn from Jews and 
Christians, so it is agreed that they will work from 
these two faiths. Pupils aged 7–11 work on Hindu 
and Muslim practises for the RE day because these 
are areas where the pupils – as well as the teachers 
– need to develop their understanding and practice. 
Pupils aged 4–7 are aiming to be able to make links 
between feasting and fasting in Jewish and Christian 
festivals. Older pupils are aiming to be able to 
explain similarities and differences between Hindu 
and Muslim examples of feasting and fasting. They 
are also aiming to be able to describe and explain 
why both of these aspects of celebrations can be 
significant.
There will be lots of work that links to food: each 
class is going to cook, and there will be a ‘tasting 
tour’ where children try the foods others have made. 
There will be strong links to History, finding out 
about the different origins of festivals and fasts. 
There will be strong links to English skills and music 
education (each class is going to do a festival song). 
Reception: Play-based celebrations; work on Easter  
and Pesach  
Years 1–2: Enacting a festive meal (Pesach) and 
learning about fasting (Lent) 
Years 3–4: How and why do Muslims fast? What is 
the meaning of Eid-ul-Fitr? (with a Muslim visitor) 
Years 5–6: What are the deeper meanings of Hindu 
festivals like Diwali, Holi and Raksha Bandhan? 
How are they celebrated?

Why is Lent important to 
Christians?
The following is a description of the morning of an RE 
day planned by a subject leader in Cambridgeshire for 
her pupils aged 7–11.
The ‘Temptation’ day began with pancake-making and 
a real pancake race. Along the way, we discussed the 
history and meaning of pancakes, the proper name for 
‘pancake day’ and the significance of Shrove Tuesday 
for Christians. We also presented some images of how 
other cultures celebrate Shrove Tuesday, and identified 
differences and similarities. 
We made the leap from an everyday understanding 
of Lent being about ‘giving things up’, and waiting for 
our Easter eggs to be laid, to considering our shared 
learning objective to find out why Lent is important to 
Christians. Direct teaching input was given to ensure 
a common understanding of why Jesus went into the 
desert, and why it was such a significant experience 
in his lifetime. We used a visual timeline to show 
various stages of Jesus’ life, ending with the story of 
him entering the desert to get away from all the other 
distractions of his life, to help him to prepare for his 
future work of teaching, healing and serving others. 
We agreed that Jesus knew it would be hard and 
that he needed to think about staying strong, having 
integrity about his calling and choosing to love people 
rather than take the easier option of being powerful 
over them, popular or admired. He needed to learn 
how to resist temptation. We all watched the amazing 
Si Smith animation, 40. 
See: proost.co.uk/40
At first glance, the temptations of Jesus do not appear 
to be temptations within the normal life experience 
of a Key Stage 2 pupil. Yet the underlying reality of 
the human struggle to make good choices that are 
life-giving as opposed to life-denying, the spiritual 
challenge of retaining integrity in the face of strong 
opposition and the false lure of superficial popularity 
certainly are regular temptations with which children 
and adults can identify – and we did. 
Before breaking into vertical groupings to do a 
‘Philosophy 4 Children’ (P4C) style of enquiry on 
Si Smith’s Lenten animation, children volunteered 
examples of what tempts them and what that challenge 
can feel like. The subsequent P4C enquiries took a 
different angle according to the group involved, such 
as ‘Why do we need a challenger in our lives?’ After 
the enquiry, pupils chose an image from an assortment 
that in some way reminded them of the story of Jesus 
in the desert. They shared the connection between 
their chosen pictures and the Lenten story. After further 
discussion – for example, ‘How do we know the right 
thing to do in our lives?’, ‘Who controls what we 
do?’, ‘How can we help ourselves to be strong on the 
inside?’ and ‘What are the things we find hardest to 
resist but want to resist?’ – the task for each child was 
to write a paragraph to sit alongside their chosen 
image in response to prompts such as: ‘What is 
temptation?’, ‘The temptations that I face’ and ‘What it 
is like to be tempted?’
And that was just the morning …

Aims for your day
RE days should be an opportunity to give pupils an 
intense experience of learning in RE over a short time 
period. Perhaps the day will allow them to think more 
deeply about a celebration, real opportunities for 
spiritual development or an encounter with a member 
of a faith community.
A celebration RE day may well give opportunities for 
creative engagement with the food and festivities of 
a particular celebration, but this must not be the only 
aim of the day. Too many RE days on Diwali start and 
finish with saris and samosas without pupils gaining 
a clear understanding of the meaning of Diwali to 
Hindus. All teaching on celebrations should improve 
pupil understanding of the shared stories, values, 
beliefs, hopes and commitments of the celebration 
being investigated.
Explore why people keep this particular celebration 
or time of year. Set a question for pupils to investigate  
during the day.

Paper the walls with your wisdom
Take a series of approximately 20 prompts – a few 
examples are below – and write each one in the 
centre of a big piece of flipchart paper. Give pupils 
three sticky notes each as they begin the RE day and 
tell them they will be asking the biggest questions 
of all today. They choose three prompts they find 
interesting and note their numbers on the sticky notes, 
then finish the sentences however they want to. Ask 
them to be witty – but ask for wisdom and big ideas 
too. This approach enables them to set the agenda 
for an enquiry into the meaning and purpose of a 
celebration. Of course, the sentence starters can all 
be adapted to suit your particular topic and the age 
group you are working with.
• This festival reminds me of …

• At this festival, my favourite thing is ... 

•  Another festival that is similar to this festival is ... 
because …

• One thing I know about this festival is …

• One question I want to ask about this festival is …

What will pupils learn?
The following points can be adapted into outcomes 
that will match many celebrations shared by religion 
and belief communities. Ensure that learning outcomes 
are set for the different ages and abilities of pupils 
who are taking part in the RE day. You could include:
•  aspects of the shared beliefs, commitments, story, 

values and hopes of the celebration being studied

•  how this celebration is an outward manifestation of 
the religious faith of those who mark it

•  how this celebration expresses the human need to 
have high days, to celebrate things of significance 
and value in our lives

•  how this celebration shows personal and/or 
community identity: the marking of events that say 
something of who we are and what matters to us

At RE Today, we do not support the replacement of 
weekly lessons with a couple of RE days in a year 
– that is weak provision and will set low standards. 
Rather, we see RE days as an enhancement of regular 
curriculum provision.

Creative tasks
RE days usually benefit from a creative teamwork 
task. Allow 60–90 minutes, and create a way of 
sharing work with others. Ask pupils to make a 
‘perfect street’ for people from different religions to 
live on together. Or a logo for RE. Or a model of 
what would happen if the Buddha or Jesus came to 
the Asda or Aldi near us. Or an image of heaven and 
an image of hell. Always provide a simple but usable 
supply of paper, glue, tissue, collage materials, etc., 
to enable interesting work and set high expectations. 
Pupils very often report that this is their favourite part 
of the day. You could, for example, create in a group 
six clay model heads or six drawings of faces of the 
emotions of the Diwali story or the Easter story, or, 
if your big RE day is on weddings, design and build 
a wedding canopy like the one many Jewish people 
use, decorated with all the things that you think make 
a marriage good. 

Two strategies to use on your big RE day


